
The Moraga iKind Project has prepared a presentation that adults (and maybe older scouts) can use to teach Cub
Scouts how to become upstanders.  Typically this would be at a pack meeting.  This Powerpoint is intended as an
example that may be changed by the person making the presentation.  The first part of the presentation asks the
Cub Scouts - “Is this Kind?”.  These slides introduce the Cub Scouts to the different forms of bullying and
harassment that can occur (physical, verbal, emotional, and cyber-).  Some of these slides also feature examples of
bystanders.  After this part of the program we review the various roles of bystanders and introduce the concept of
upstanders.  The video is used to demonstrate the roles played by bystanders and upstanders.  The next set of
slides have suggestions for being an upstander.  The final slides are to let scouts, who may have been targeted in the
past,  know that they are not at fault and are not alone.

The Pack needs to provide:
A location with the ability to show a Powerpoint Presentation. (Including amplified sound for the short video.)
Cub Scouts
Adult Leaders, Den Chiefs, or older scouts to help at the tables after the meeting.

The Moraga iKind Project will provide (for free):
Materials, including pledge forms, wristbands, upstander materials, and prizes.
For Local Packs we can also provide a presenter and the loan of the prize wheel.

The Powerpoint Presentation and additional information is available here: 
http://moragascouting.org/NMWA_upscp.pdf

To ask for materials or
schedule a presentation

please contact
Wendell Baker at:

wendell@able-baker.com

Creating a Community of

Upstanders

for Cub Scouts

Interactive PowerPoint Presentation
20-25 minutes

(perfect for Pack Meetings)

After the meeting tables:

Sign the iKind Pledge for a wristband and a sticker.

Spin the kindness wheel and win a prize.
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